
Heal and Seal is the most ground-breaking concrete sealer in this age of low VOC coatings. For decades, water 
based concrete sealers have been considered second rate to solvent based sealers despite slight improvements that 
have been made to them in terms of durability and gloss. The biggest drawbacks were, and, continue to be re-
coatability and the ability to enhance(wet out) the concrete surface like their solvent based counterparts. Even 
the most common solvent based acrylics will darken the surface nicely and can be recoated every couple years 
with minimal preparation and fuss. Solvent based sealers have come under fire the last few years due to their 
high VOC limits. Most states have enacted strict VOC limits of these products which has resulted in sealer 
manufacturers being forced to use expensive solvents that meet these requirements. These newer solvents make 
sealers much less user friendly and result in many more issues with the sealed surfaces in terms of blistering and 
improper cure.

Heal and Seal D2K is an easy to use 2 PART waterborne decorative sealer that will fully enhance and wet out 
the surface like that of its fully solvent based counterparts. In fact Heal and Seal D2K will provide all the great
characteristics that you are used to with your regular solvent based sealer without the less desirable traits. It may 
very well be the best decorative concrete sealer ever produced in terms of coverage, durability, and ease of use.

–Better coverage than acrylics
–Increased durability
–Superior chemical resistance
–High heat resistance
–Phenomenal UV resistance
–Excellent against road salt and the list goes on.
–No special equipment needed for application.

Heal and Seal D2K can be used to replace your current Concrete or Paver sealer and provide stellar 
results.

Heal and Seal D2K contains NO acrylic resins and instead, works thru an advanced silicon technology that 
provides a permanent treatment protecting and preserving your concrete longer than any acrylic based 
sealer can possibly do. This concrete sealer will penetrate and chemically fuse just below and above the

surface of the concrete.(Figure 1) This prevents to ability of water and other
material to get below the surface and cause issues. This fused layer will also fill
and heal small imperfections in the surface that would eventually lead to both
aesthetic and physical imperfections in the surface. These imperfections can
lead to color fade, concrete dusting, popouts, scaling(Figure 2), and even
cracks.    Standard sealers do not offer the level of protection that Heal and Seal

because it is more than just a plastic skin sitting on the surface. Regular acrylics
rely solely on mechanical bonding. They are nothing more than a special
melted plastic(acrylic) that cures out to a very thin skin when applied to
concrete and let dry. It eventually gives way to sun and weather exposure,
breaks down and with time, and flakes away. Heal and Seal will not. Once
chemically bonded into the surface it will not peel and flake away. It is a
permanent treatment that will only wear away as the actual concrete wears. This
sealer protection will continue to keep your concrete healthy down below even
when the top layer eventually shows wear.

Heal & Seal

Fig 1 can provide. If applied properly it will never peel like a traditional sealer

Fig 2



D2K can be used on a variety of decorative concrete surfaces including 
driveways, patios, floors, sidewalks, exposed aggregate, pool decks, 
concrete countertops, etc.

D2K is extremely well suited for pavers as well. It fuses to the surface 
perfectly and provides a perfect sheen of long lasting protection.

Anywhere your surface needs to be protected long term is a candidate. 
Decorative concrete is a big investment and watching it deteriorate when it 
is fully preventable can be disappointing. To maintain the life of your 
decorative investment, invest in the best concrete sealer for the job.

MIXING: Always mix product before using to ensure no correct any possible separation that may have 
occurred. Material may separate during long term storage. Highly recommended to use a drill mixer with a mix 
head that lifts material toward the top surface to ensure a good blend.  Blend each for 2 minutes.

APPLICATION: Concrete should be clean and dry and cured. Any previous sealer or coatings should be stripped 
and removed to ensure D2K is able to reach the concrete surface, It is always recommended to wait at least 28 
days before applying to newly poured slabs. Excess moisture in the concrete can slow the curing process of the 
sealer and delay the time at which you are fully protected. This is a breathable product so earlier application does 
not typically result in application problems.
The proper mix ration is 4 parts A to 1 part B.  You should blend only enough material to complete the job at hand. 
Mixed material should not be used more than 4 hours after mixing. Doing so can result in final properties less than 
100 percent.
Standard application should be using a quality sprayer with a conical type tip. Apply with slight overlap on spray 
passes taking care not to create heavy puddles. Upon initial application, another person should begin back rolling 
the material into an even coating taking care to redistribute heavier areas of the sealer onto lighter areas. The key 
is to always be spreading the sealer, not running the roller dry. You should find the sealer spreads out quickly 
and easily into a nice even coating. Heal and Seal D2K will create a white surface that will absorb and react with 
the concrete surface and turns clear in minutes as this happens. Failure to remove puddle areas can result in areas 
that will cure out much slower. Typical dry time is 2-4 hours. Allow to dry for a minimum of  24-48 hours before 
heavy use. Final cure will depend on current conditions of temperature, humidity and starting moisture in the 
concrete.  Once cured you can resume normal activity on the surface. In most cases, a second coating is not 
necessary unless there is a visual indication that some areas absorbed much more material than others. If so, the 
second coating should be applied only after the initial coating has dried clear, Minimum 4 hrs. Follow the same 
application procedure. NOTE: Spreading the material too thin to allow good absorption will result in a 
blotchy surface.

Application Surface New or existing concrete

First coat 250-300 sq ft

Second coat 350-400 sq ft

LIMITED WARRANTY: This product is warranted
to be of merchantable quality when used according to
The instruction herein. It is not warranted to be
suitable for any purpose or use other than the general
purpose
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